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Carbon nanotubes are promising new materials for molecular
delivery in biological systems. The long-term fate of nanotubes
intravenously injected into animals in vivo is currently unknown,
an issue critical to potential clinical applications of these materials.
Here, using the intrinsic Raman spectroscopic signatures of single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), we measured the blood circu-
lation of intravenously injected SWNTs and detect SWNTs in
various organs and tissues of mice ex vivo over a period of three
months. Functionalization of SWNTs by branched polyethylene-
glycol (PEG) chains was developed, enabling thus far the longest
SWNT blood circulation up to 1 day, relatively low uptake in the
reticuloendothelial system (RES), and near-complete clearance
from the main organs in �2 months. Raman spectroscopy detected
SWNT in the intestine, feces, kidney, and bladder of mice, suggest-
ing excretion and clearance of SWNTs from mice via the biliary and
renal pathways. No toxic side effect of SWNTs to mice was
observed in necropsy, histology, and blood chemistry measure-
ments. These findings pave the way to future biomedical applica-
tions of carbon nanotubes.

biodistribution � blood circulation � nanoparticles � excretion � toxicity

The utilization of novel nanomaterials for biological and
biomedical applications has been an active and exciting

direction of research in recent years (1–3). A wide range of
nanomaterials, such as nanoparticles (4–7), nanorods (8),
nanowires (9), and nanotubes (10–12) have been investigated for
their potential clinical applications in diagnosis and therapeutic
treatment of diseases. The interesting structural, chemical, elec-
trical, and optical properties of carbon nanotubes (13, 14), when
used in biological and medical settings, may bring new oppor-
tunities to biological detection, imaging, and therapy with high
performance and efficacy. Carbon nanotube-based intercellular
molecular delivery vehicles have been developed for intracellular
gene (15–17) and drug delivery in vitro (18, 19). Recently,
research began to investigate the behavior of carbon nanotubes
in animal bodies in vivo (20, 21), including the finding of lack of
toxicity of well PEGylated single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) in mice in a pilot study (M. L. Schipper, N. Nakayama-
Ratchford, C.D., N. W. S. Kam, P. Chu, Z.L., X. Sun, L. C. Cork,
H.D., and S. S. Gambhir, unpublished data).

The biodistribution of intravenously injected carbon nano-
tubes in mice has been studied by using radiolabeling and isotope
ratio mass spectroscopy methods (20, 22). Promising result of
efficient targeted tumor accumulation in vivo has been obtained
by conjugating a ligand peptide to nanotubes to recognize
receptors on the surface of tumor cells (20), suggesting high
potential of nanotube-based drug delivery vehicles for cancer
therapy. However, an important unaddressed question for car-
bon nanotubes and various nanomaterials in general in biomed-
ical applications is their long term fate in vivo. It is known that
most nanomaterials tend to exhibit high uptake in the reticu-
loendothelial system (RES) (liver, spleen, etc.) once injected

into animals and are not rapidly excreted (6, 20). Whether or not
and how these materials are cleared from the body is unknown
in many cases, because of the difficulties in long term in vivo
tracking and monitoring of the materials. Currently used radio
labels (6, 20) or fluorescent labels for nanomaterials are useful
for in vivo tracking over short periods of time (a few hours to a
few days), but these labels may gradually dissociate from the
materials or decay and lose activity over time. It is thus highly
desirable to detect nanomaterials based on their intrinsic phys-
ical properties rather than relying on radiolabels or spectroscopic
tags for indirect detection/measurement. The direct detection
method may lead to a more accurate assessment of how nano-
materials behave in vivo in both short and long terms, i.e., during
the blood circulation stage and during time periods lasting
several months.

Here, we show that the intrinsic Raman scattering intensity of
SWNTs (23, 24) does not decay over time while being relatively
insensitive to the types of noncovalent coatings and solution
environments of SWNTs. Unlike the resonance breathing model
(RBM) in the SWNT Raman spectrum, the intensity of tangen-
tial graphene-like G band is relatively insensitive to the diameter
and bundling of nanotubes (25, 26). We then use Raman
spectroscopy to measure the postinjection blood concentration
of SWNTs with different polyethylene-glycol (PEG) coatings in
mice and thus glean nanotube blood circulation times. We also
use Raman spectroscopy and Raman imaging to probe the
biodistribution of SWNTs in various organs of mice ex vivo over
a period of several months. We find that the surface chemistry,
including the length and branching structure of PEG chains, is
critical to the in vivo behaviors of SWNTs. Longer and more
branched PEG on SWNTs afford longer blood circulation and
lower RES uptake. Superior to linear PEG, branched PEG
coating renders SWNTs a significantly prolonged blood circu-
lation, which is desired for future targeted imaging or therapeu-
tic applications. By monitoring the biodistribution of SWNTs in
mice organs for months, a relatively slow, but persistent decrease
in the SWNT Raman signal is observed, suggesting that the
clearance of SWNTs is occurring in the mice. To study the
excretion pathway, nanotubes with the highest possible dose is
injected into mice with their excreta examined by Raman
spectroscopy. Biliary excretion pathway is confirmed by the
SWNT Raman signals in the intestine and feces. Although
the SWNT concentration in urine is low over a high background,
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the existence of SWNT Raman signals in the kidney and bladder
is evident, suggesting renal excretion for nanotubes as well.
Further, necropsy, histology and blood chemistry studies reveal
no obvious toxic effect for mice injected with SWNTs, providing
further supports to the recent finding (M. L. Schipper, N.
Nakayama-Ratchford, C.D., N. W. S. Kam, P. Chu, Z.L., X. Sun,
L. C. Cork, H.D., and S. S. Gambhir, unpublished data). These
results establish a foundation for further exploration of carbon
nanotubes for biomedical applications and may have implica-
tions for other nanomaterials.

Results and Discussion
We used Hipco SWNTs noncovalently functionalized and solu-
bilized (see Materials and Methods) by PEGylated phospholipids
(Fig. 1a) that were stable without aggregation in various bio-
logical solutions including serum (15, 17, 20). Our previous study
(20) also showed that the phospholipid-PEG coating was stable
in vivo without rapid detachment. Centrifugation was used to
remove big bundles and impurities, leaving short individual and
small bundles of tubes in the solution. Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) images revealed similar length distributions of different
functionalized SWNTs [SWNT-l-2kPEG, 104 � 49 nm; SWNT-
l-5kPEG, 101 � 51 nm; SWNT-br-7kPEG, 95 � 46 nm; sup-
porting information (SI) Materials and Methods, and SI Fig. 5].
Strong resonance Raman scattering is an intrinsic optical prop-
erty of SWNTs with sharp peaks and low background in the
spectra (Fig. 1b). In this work, the tangential graphite-like
phonon mode (G band), the strongest peak in the SWNT Raman
spectrum, was used to detect nanotubes in solution, blood, and
tissue lysates. No obvious decay in the Raman signal was
observed by measuring the Raman spectrum of a SWNT solution
for up to 3 months (SI Fig. 6). Raman spectra of SWNT solutions
with known concentrations from 0.02 to 4 �g/ml were taken, and
the G band intensities (integrated peak areas) were plotted
against SWNT concentrations [measured by their near infrared
(NIR) absorptions] as the calibration curve (Fig. 1c). The linear
dependence allowed for quantitative measurement of SWNT

concentration in blood or tissue lysates of mice using Raman
spectroscopy. Solutions of same concentration of SWNTs with
different PEG coatings (SWNT-l-2kPEG and SWNT-l-5kPEG,
SWNT-br-7kPEG) exhibited very similar Raman intensities in
various environments including water, saline, lysis buffer, serum,
and liver lysate. These results suggested that the Raman intensity
of SWNTs was relatively insensitive to the coatings and solution
environments involved in our experiments (SI Fig. 6).

We intravenously injected �200 �l of saline solutions of
different PEG functionalized SWNTs at the same nanotube
concentration (�0.1 mg/ml) into mice and drew blood (�5 �l)
at different time points postinjection (p.i.) for Raman measure-
ment (Fig. 2 a–c). The measured %ID/g (percentage of injected
dose per gram) in blood vs. time p.i. gave blood circulation
behavior of SWNTs with various PEGylations (Fig. 2 d and e).
We observed that increasing the linear PEG chain length from
2 kDa (SWNT-l-2kPEG) to 5 kDa (SWNT-l-5kPEG) signifi-
cantly extended the blood circulation of SWNTs from �1.2 h to
�5 h (Fig. 2 a, b, d, and e). Note that we defined the blood
circulation time as the time span over which the blood SWNT
level reduced to 5%ID/g. This result was consistent with our
previous measurements made with radio-labeled SWNTs (20).
However, further increase of linear PEG length to 7 kDa
(SWNT-l-7kPEG) and even 12 kDa (SWNT-l-12kPEG) showed
only minor effect on the blood circulation time (Fig. 2 d and e).
However, SWNT-br-7kPEG, i.e., SWNTs functionalized with
three branched PEG chains (Fig. 1a), exhibited a remarkable
increase in circulation to �15 h (Fig. 2 c, d, and e, with SWNTs
detected in the blood nearly 1 day p.i.). This finding is important
and suggests that branched PEG structures on SWNTs is highly
desired in affording optimal biological inertness of SWNTs that
resist opsonization or nonspecific binding of proteins in vivo,
avoiding rapid RES uptake and thus prolonging circulation in
blood. We attribute this improvement to the branched PEG
structure giving better coverage and higher density of hydro-
philic PEG groups on SWNTs, thus making nanotubes more
inert and resistant to nonspecific binding and uptake.

To investigate the biodistribution of nanotubes in the main
organs 1 day p.i. of SWNTs, we killed mice injected with
SWNT-l-2kPEG, SWNT-l-5kPEG, and SWNT-br-7kPEG, re-
spectively. The organs and tissues were homogenized and solu-
bilized in lysis buffers, for measuring SWNT levels in these
organs and tissues by Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 3a and SI Fig.
7). We observed dominant SWNT uptake in the liver and spleen
of the RES over other organs and tissues. Clearly reduced levels
of liver and spleen uptake were seen for SWNT-l-5kPEG and
SWNT-br-7kPEG compared with SWNT-l-2kPEG (Fig. 3a),
suggesting higher degree of surface PEGlyation of SWNTs
affording lower RES uptake. Under the injected dose of 200 �l
of SWNT at �0.1 mg/ml concentration and detection conditions,
no obvious SWNT signals were detected in other main organs
except for minor kidney signal. Note that the detection limit of
SWNTs was �0.04 �g/ml in blood and �0.2 �g/ml in other
tissues, corresponding to �0.2%ID/g and �1%ID/g of the
normal injected dose respectively. Therefore, under the injected
�200 �l of �0.1 mg/ml nanotubes, the lack of appreciable
SWNT Raman signals in organs other than liver, kidney, and
spleen (Fig. 3a) does not mean absolutely no SWNT uptake in
those organs. It suggests only that the level of uptake is lower
than a certain limit (1–2%ID/g). The total amount of SWNTs in
these organs could still be substantial owing to the large mass/
weight of the tissues combined.

Indeed, by injecting a highly concentrated SWNT-l-5kPEG
solution (200 �l of �0.5 mg/ml SWNTs in a form of concentrated
viscous liquid) into mice, we observed at 1 day p.i. that, besides
dominant liver and spleen uptake, SWNT Raman signals became
apparent in the bone (leg bone), kidney, intestine, stomach, and
lung of mice with �1%ID/g in the first three organs (Fig. 4a).
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Fig. 1. Noncovalently functionalized SWNTs by various PEGylated phospho-
lipids. (a Left) Scheme of functionalization by various phospholipid-PEGs with
linear or branched PEG chains. (Right) A photo of the SWNT-br-7kPEG saline
solution at the concentration (0.1 mg/ml; optical density was 4.6 at 808 nm for
1 cm path) used for injection. (b) A Raman spectrum of a solution of SWNT-
l-2kPEG. The G band peak at 1,590 cm�1 was used for SWNT detection in this
work. (c) Raman intensity vs. SWNT concentration calibration curve. Linear
dependence was observed from 0.02 �g/ml to 4 �g/ml.
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Because bone marrow is part of the RES, uptake of SWNTs in
the bone is understandable and consistent with the previous
biodistribution study for other nanomaterials (27). The existence
of SWNTs in the kidney and intestine of mice is interesting,
suggesting possible urinary and biliary excretion routes for
SWNTs, as discussed in the following paragraphs.

To glean the long term fate of SWNTs in vivo, injected mice
were killed at 1, 2, and 3 months p.i. for biodistribution mea-
surements with three to four animals per group at each time
point. We found that the concentration of SWNTs remained very
low in most of the organs except for the liver and spleen. In these
two organs, we did observe SWNT levels steadily decreasing over
a 3-month period, with the concentration of retained SWNTs
following the trend of SWNT-l-2kPEG � SWNT-l-5kPEG �
SWNT-br-7kPEG at later time points (Fig. 3 b and c). In the case
of SWNT-l-2kPEG, appreciable amounts of SWNTs remained in
the liver and spleen, with a concentration of �7%ID/g at even
3 months p.i. In contrast, very low levels (�2%ID/g) of SWNT-
l-5kPEG were retained in the RES of mice at 3 months p.i. (Fig.
3 b and c). The least retention of nanotubes in the RES was
observed for SWNT-br-7kPEG, with �2%ID/g retention at 2
months p.i. These results suggest that, in addition to the advan-
tages of longer blood circulation and lower initial RES uptake,
higher degree of PEGylation of SWNTs affords more rapid

clearance of SWNTs from mice organs, with branched PEG
functionalization giving the most desirable in vivo behavior of
SWNTs. We also carried out Raman spectroscopic mapping and
imaging of SWNTs in the liver slices of mice at the 3-month time
point. Many ‘‘hot spots’’ (locations over the liver slice showing
high SWNT Raman signals) were observed in the SWNT-l-
2kPEG treated sample and few in the SWNT-l-5kPEG-treated
sample (Fig. 3d). This observation was consistent with much
lower level of SWNT retention in the liver in the latter case.

Because no significant SWNT signals were detected in the
main organs of mice other than in the RES over the several-
month period, we suggest that the clearance of SWNTs from the
RES was due to the excretion of SWNTs out of the body, rather
than nanotubes migrating to other organs of mice. The excretion
occurred faster for SWNTs with higher degree of PEGylation,
hydrophilicity, and biological inertness. To find out the detailed
excretion pathway, we collected the urine and feces of mice at
different time points after injection of high doses of SWNTs and
carried out Raman measurement. We observed appreciable
SWNT Raman signal in the dry feces sample of mice after
subtracting a high background (Fig. 4c). The obvious presence of
nanotubes in the feces and intestine (Fig. 4b) clearly reveals
SWNT excretion via the biliary pathway in the feces. Although
no significant SWNT Raman signal was observed in the urine
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Fig. 2. Blood circulation behavior of SWNTs probed by Raman spectroscopy. (a–c) Raman spectra of blood samples drawn from BALB/c mice at various time
points after injection with SWNT-l-2kPEG (a) SWNT-l-5kPEG (b), and SWNT-br-7kPEG (c) solutions, respectively. Note that spectrum baselines were subtracted
in a–c. (d) Blood circulation data probed by the Raman method for SWNT-l-2kPEG, SWNT-l-5kPEG, SWNT-l-7kPEG, SWNT-l-12kPEG, and SWNT-br-7kPEG. Injected
into BALB/c mice (Inset). The SWNT levels in blood were determined as percentage of injected SWNT amount per gram of blood (%ID/g in blood). SWNT-l-5kPEG,
SWNT-l-7kPEG, and SWNT-l-12kPEG showed similar blood circulation time, significantly longer than that of SWNT-l-2kPEG. The longest blood circulation was
observed for SWNT-br-7kPEG. The error bars are based on four mice in each group. (e) Blood circulation time of SWNTs with different PEGylations. The blood
circulation time was defined as the time duration through which the blood SWNT level reduced to 5%ID/g.
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samples because of high background and dilution by large urine
volume, we did observe clear SWNT signals in the kidney and
bladder of mice at 24 h p.i. (Fig. 4 d and c). Further, for mice
injected with SWNTs at 3 days p.i., SWNT signals in the kidney
were much lower and almost nonexistent in the bladder (data not
shown). This finding suggests that SWNTs were also excreted
through the renal pathway. Considering the average lengths of
SWNTs (mean �100 nm, SI Fig. 5) exceeding the renal excretion
threshold (28) and the fact that the majority of nanotubes
accumulates in the liver, we suggest that urinary excretion occurs
for a small percentage of nanotubes with very short length (�50
nm in length, diameter 1–2 nm) in our sample at early time points
after injection. Because of the existence of nanotubes in feces,
the nonbiodegradable nature of sp2 carbon SWNT structure and
the fact that foreign nondegradable substances (including vari-
ous nanoparticles) in the liver are known to be excreted through
the biliary pathway from the liver to the bile duct, intestine, and
feces (29–35), we propose that excretion of our SWNTs from
mice occurs over time mainly via the biliary pathway and ends
up in feces.

Notably, our results here including the dominant RES uptake
of SWNTs and the relatively slow excretion are consistent with
several previous reports by us (20) and other groups (21, 22) who
used detection methods based on strongly anchored serum-

stable radiolabels on SWNTs or the intrinsic Raman, photolu-
minescence or isotope properties of the nanotube themselves.
The slow excretion contradicts with the report by Singh et al (36),
who suggested fast urinal excretion of carbon nanotubes based
on radiolabel signals, which could be due to detachment of
radiolabels from nanotubes or free unconjugated excess radio-
labels in the injected samples. Such problems are avoided in
direct detection methods using the intrinsic physical or chemical
properties of nanotubes.

Neither mortality nor significant loss of body weight was
observed with any of the mice (�30) injected with 0.1 mg/ml
SWNTs during the 3-month period of the study. To investigate
any potential toxic effect of SWNTs, necropsy, histology and
blood chemistry examinations were performed on our SWNT
treated mice at 3 months p.i. No obvious toxicity of nanotubes
was noticed in this small-scale toxicity study (SI Fig. 8 and SI
Table 1). This observation is consistent with a recent pilot
toxicity study carried out with four to five mice per group
injected with similarly functionalized nanotubes (M. L. Schipper,
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Fig. 3. SWNTs in mice tissues probed by ex vivo Raman spectroscopy after
injection into mice. (a) Biodistribution of SWNT-l-2kPEG, SWNT-l-5kPEG, and
SWNT-br-7kPEG, respectively, at 1 day p.i. measured by Raman spectroscopy.
The SWNT concentrations in most organs are below detection limit. (b and c)
Evolution of the concentrations of SWNTs retained in the liver and spleen of
mice over a period of 3 months. Compared with SWNT-l-2kPEG, much lower
concentrations of retained SWNTs in the liver and spleen were observed for
SWNT-l-5kPEG and SWNT-br-7kPEG. (d) Raman mapping images of liver slices
from mice treated with SWNT-l-2kPEG (Left), SWNT-l-5kPEG (Center), and
SWNT-br-7kEG (Right)at 3 months p.i. More SWNT signals were observed in
the SWNT-l-2kPEG-treated mouse sample than the other two samples under
the same Raman imaging conditions (laser power, beam size, etc.). The error
bars in a–c were based on three to four mice per group. Note that the injected
SWNT solutions had a concentration of 0.1 mg/ml (optical density was 4.6 at
808 nm for 1 cm path).
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Fig. 4. Biodistribution measured under ultra-high dose SWNT (0.5 mg/ml)
injection. (a) Biodistribution of SWNT-l-5kPEG in various organs of mice
received 200 �l of 0.5 mg/ml SWNT-l-5kPEG at 24 h p.i. After increasing of the
injected dose, SWNTs became detectable by Raman in several organs including
bone, lung, kidney, stomach, and intestine, with slightly over 1%ID/g in bone,
kidney and intestine. Error bars were based on three mice. (b and c) Raman
spectra of intestine lysate at 24 h p.i. (b) and dry feces sample collected 8 h p.i.
(c). Because of high background in the feces sample, the spectrum was taken
by 600 s long time collection (5 s for all of the other samples). An appreciable
amount of nanotubes was noticed in the intestine and feces, providing clear
evidence for the biliary excretion pathway of intravenously injected SWNTs. (d
and e) Raman spectra of kidney (d) and bladder (e) lysates from mice at 24 h
p.i. The existence of SWNTs in the kidney and bladder indicate that a small
portion of nanotubes is excreted via the kidney-urine pathway. Note that
background has been subtracted in the spectra b–e.
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N. Nakayama-Ratchford, C.D., N. W. S. Kam, P. Chu, Z.L., X.
Sun, L. C. Cork, H.D., and S. S. Gambhir, unpublished data).
These two independent studies combined provide a strong
indication of the lack of toxicity of well functionalized SWNTs
in mice before clearance from the body. In contrast to a previous
study of nonfunctionalized pristine carbon nanotubes causing
fiber toxicity to mice (37), our well functionalized SWNTs are
highly biocompatibility for in vivo applications. The functional-
ization chemistry of nanotubes is critical to the in vivo behaviors
of nanotubes, including blood circulation, retention, excretion,
and toxicity.

Conclusion
We have shown in the current work that the Raman spectroscopy
can be used to detect carbon nanotubes in animals to glean the
blood circulation behavior and biodistribution in main organs,
especially in the RES. The robust Raman scattering property of
SWNTs allows us to track them for a long period with high
fidelity, without the concern of labels falling off or decay over
time. It is found that the surface chemistry of nanotubes is
critical to their in vivo behavior, a conclusion that will likely apply
to most nanomaterials, if not all. This result is expected because
pristine carbon nanotubes have very hydrophobic surfaces and
are highly nonspecific in binding to biological species (38, 39).
Recently, it has been shown that intravenously injected pristine
SWNTs are highly rich in the lung as well as RES and remain in
mice indefinitely (22). This hydrophobicity has to be blocked by
proper chemical functionalization such as the PEG coatings
described here, which enables biologically inert SWNTs with
long blood circulation, low RES uptake, and relatively fast
clearance from organs and excretion from the body. The degree
of PEGylation of SWNTs is important to the in vivo behaviors
of nanotubes. Longer PEG chains, especially those with
branched structures, are excellent in affording SWNTs with the
most desirable characteristics for in vivo applications. This result
should also be applicable to functionalization of various other
nanomaterials (nanocrystals, particles, etc.) for in vivo research.
SWNTs detected in the feces of mice clearly reveal the biliary
excretion pathway. A small percentage of nanotubes seems to be
excreted via the renal pathway. Last, no obvious toxic effect is
found in the necropsy, histology, and blood chemistry studies,
which warrants the safety of properly functionalized carbon
nanotubes for future in vivo biomedical applications.

Materials and Methods
Various PEGylated Phospholipids (PL-PEGs) Used for Noncovalent Functional-
ization of Nanotubes. Several PL-PEGs with linear PEG structure and one PL-PEG
with branched PEG structure were used in this study (Fig. 1a) including
commercially available DSPE-PEG(2000)Amine (denoted as ‘‘L-l-2kPEG’’where
l stands for linear, Avanti) and SUNBRIGHT DSPE-050PA (PL-l-5kPEG, NOF
cooperation). PL-l-7kPEG was synthesized by mixing 1 eq of DSPE-050PA with
2 eq of NHS-mPEG2000 (Nektar) in methylene chloride overnight followed by
addition of 2 eq of N,N�-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC, Aldrich). DCC was
used to reactivate any potentially hydrolyzed NHS group on PEG during
storage. The solvent was evaporated after another 24 h reaction. Water was
added, and the insoluble solid (unreacted DCC) was removed by vacuum
filtration. The final product was a clear water solution and was stored at �20°C
for future usage. PL-l-12kPEG and PL-br-7kPEG (where br stands for
‘‘branched’’) were synthesized by similar methods except for the starting
materials. One eq of DSPE-PEG(2000)Amine and 2 eq of NHS-mPEG10000
(Nektar) were used to synthesize PL-l-12kPEG whereas 1 eq of DSPE-050PA and
1.5 eq of (Methyl-PEO12)3-PEO4-NHS Ester (Pierce) were used to make PL-br-
7kPEG. The final products were characterized and confirmed (data not shown)
by MALDI (matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization) mass spectrometry in
Stanford PAN facility, showing no existence of starting PL-l-5kPEG or PL-l-
2kPEG materials. No further purification was performed because the excess
hydrophilic NHS-PEG molecules were confirmed to exhibit no binding affinity
to the hydrophobic nanotube surface. The excess NHS-PEGs were removed
during the nanotube filtration step.

Fuctionalization and Characterization of PEGylated SWNTs. Raw Hipco SWNTs
(0.2 mg/ml) were sonicated in a 0.2-mM solution of PL-PEG for 1 h followed by
centrifugation at 24,000 � g for 6 h, yielding a suspension of SWNTs with
noncovalent PL-PEG coating in the supernatant (15, 20, 40). Excess surfactant
and unreacted PEG molecules in the case of synthesized PL-PEG were removed
by filtration through a 100-kDa MWCO filter (Millipore), typically 1 day before
in vivo experiments. The filtration efficiency was confirmed by fluorescent
labeled PEG, showing completed removal of PEG molecules after 6 times
filtration and washing (data not shown). Right before injection, the solution
was centrifuged again at 24,000 � g for 6 h to remove any potential aggre-
gates. UV-VIS-NIR absorption spectrum of the SWNT solution was acquired by
a Cary 6000i UV-visible-NIR spectrometer. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
images were taken by depositing SWNTs from solution onto SiO2 substrates.
The length of SWNTs was measured to be �100 nm averaged over 100 tubes
imaged by AFM. The concentration of a SWNT solution was determined by
Raman spectroscopy and by optical absorbance at 808 nm with a weight-
concentration based extinction coefficient of 46 L�g�1�cm�1 or a molar extinc-
tion coefficient of 3.9 � 106 M�1�cm�1 for typical �100-nm-long tubes (11).

Raman Measurement of SWNT Solutions for Calibration Curve of SWNT Raman
Intensity vs. Concentration. SWNT solutions of various concentrations in cap-
illary glass tubes (Fisher) were measured by using a Renishaw microRaman
instrument (laser excitation wavelength � 785 nm). A glass capillary tube
filled with a SWNT solution was placed under the objective (�20) of the Raman
microscope. As low as 2 �l of solution sample was required for each measure-
ment. After focusing at the center of the capillary, we recorded the Raman
spectrum of the solution (100 mW power with laser spot size of �25 �m2, 10-s
collection time). At least four spectra were taken for each sample for averag-
ing. For a given concentration of SWNT solution, the Raman intensity was
obtained by integrating the SWNT G-band peak area from 1,570 cm�1 to 1,620
cm�1 and averaged over several spectra. Note that SWNTs with the same
concentration in water, buffer, serum, and tissue lysate were found to exhibit
similar Raman intensities (see SI Fig. 6).

SWNT i.v. Injection and Raman Spectroscopy Method for Measuring Blood
Circulation and Biodistribution in Mice. Six-week-old BALB/c mice were used in
our study. Two hundred microliters of �0.1 mg/ml SWNT (optical density was
4.6 at 808 nm for 1 cm path) saline solution was intravenously (i.v.) injected
into the tail vein of each mouse. Before injection of the SWNT solution, a
Raman spectrum was recorded and used to calculate the SWNT concentration
based on the calibration curve described above. At various time points postin-
jection (p.i.), �5 �l of blood was collected from the tail vein (using a different
vein from the injected one) and dissolved in 5 �l of lysis buffer (1% SDS, 1%
Triton X-100, 40 mM Tris acetate, 10 mM EDTA, 10 mM DTT) for detecting
SWNTs in the blood by Raman measurement. The Raman G band peak areas
were measured to calculate the SWNT concentrations in the blood. The
percent injected dose per gram (%ID/g) of blood was calculated by the
following equation:

%ID/g �
	SWNT
blood lysate � Vblood lysate

	SWNT
 injected � Vinjected SWNT � blood weight

� 100%.

For biodistribution study performed at ultra-high SWNT dose, 4 ml of SWNT-
l-5kPEG solution with normal concentration (0.1 mg/ml) was concentrated
down to 0.8 ml of (0.5 mg/ml) by filtration through a 100-kDa filter. The
solution was a black liquid with an optical density �20 at 808 nm (1-cm path
length).

For biodistribution study, mice were killed at 1, 30, 60, and 90 days p.i., and
the organs/tissues were collected, weighed, and solubilized in the lysis buffer
using a homogenizer (strong stirring and sonication, 1 min for each sample).
After heating at 70°C for �2 h, clear homogenate tissue solutions were
obtained for Raman measurement. A control experiment was done to confirm
that this treatment did not affect the Raman intensity of an SWNT solution
(data not shown). The biodistribution of SWNTs in various organs of mice was
then calculated and plotted in unit of %ID/g based on the following equation,

%ID/g �
	SWNT
 tissue lysate � Vtissue lysate

	SWNT
 injected � Vinjected SWNT � tissue weight

� 100%.
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We used three to four mice per group at each time point p.i. to obtain the
average value and standard deviation for both blood circulation and biodis-
tribution measurements.

We also used a microRaman technique (15) to carry out Raman imaging of
SWNTs in liver slices. To obtain the Raman mapping image of liver slices (for
mice killed at 90 days p.i.), 5-�m-thick paraffin-embedded liver slices were
mounted on SiO2 substrate and mapped under a Renishaw microRaman
microscope with a line-scan model (100 mW laser power, 40 �m � 2 �m laser
spot size, 20 pixels each line, 2-s collection time, �20 objective). The SWNT

G-band Raman intensity was plotted vs. x and y positions across the liver slice
to obtain a Raman image.
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